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 Order      Cost estimate

Speedy-Versatio customisation form

Company: ..............................................................................................

 Street: .......................................................................................

 Postal code / City: ........................  / ........................................

 Telephone no.: ..........................................................................

 Email: ......................................................................................

 Edited by: ..................................................................................

Customer: ...................................................................................

 Street: .................................................................................

 Postal code / City: ........................  / .................................................

 Telephone no.: ...........................................................................

 Email: ..................................................................................

 Date of Birth ..............................................

 Height .................. m     Weight ............. kg 

 Diagnosis ..............................................................................

 Benefactor .........................................................................

Habichtsweg 7a
33129 Delbrück
Tel.: (0 52 50) 9 39 99 - 0
Fax: (0 52 50) 9 39 99 - 1

.....................................................
Date

Special painting RAL_______ AL000350            185,00 €

2.1 Versatio 20 (wheel diameter 20 inches) STBX100200 4.750,00 €
2.2 Versatio 26 (wheel diameter 26 inches) STBX100260 4.750,00 €

Basic structure: Payload: max. 120 kg passenger weight
silver-coloured powder-coated frame, engine support (brushless wheel hub motor with torque control and recuperati-
on, 250 Watt nominal capacity), lithium-ion battery 14,25 Ah, programmable control, selectable support levels, V bra-
ke and wheel disc brake, V cranks, bending protection system for Bowden cables, chain protection, chain tensioner 
integrated into the frame, infinitely variable inertial steering damper, bell, lift system, charging device

Selection instructions: One variant must be chosen from the respective number group in order to obtain a comple-
te device. Options (without preceding number) may also be selected.

Artikel-Nr. Preis
1.1 Coupling system for wheelchair STKUxxxxxx 330,00 €

Manufacturer: 
Model:     Year of manufacture: 
Seat width (cm):    Seat depth (cm): 
Maximum payload:  kg



All prices excl. statutory VAT, valid as of 01 April 2017

6.1 Kickstand standard AL100020 118,00 €
6.2 Wide kickstand 26100010 118,00 €

6.3 Reinforced kickstand AL100043 118,00 €

Kickstand extension 5cm AL100054 10,50 €
Kickstand extension 10cm AL100055 15,50 €

Kickstand extension reinforced 10cm AL100081 21,00 €

Carrier Versatio 20“ STBX100054 82,00 €
Carrier Versatio 26“ STBX100052 82,00 €

Replacement battery Versatio 14,25 Ah BX000103 990,00 €
Replacement battery Versatio 17,00 Ah BX000113 1290,00 €

LED lighting set ST26100518 140,00 €
LED front light with batteries and charging device STAL100040 103,00 € 
LED back light incl. batteries and holding device AL100036 37,00 €

Home trainer AL100500 485,00 €

Leg rest left AL100056 137,50 €
Leg rest right AL100056 137,50 €

Speedy-Bag AL000381 285,00 €

Teflon chain coating 26100510 88,00 €

Coupling handle horizontal (not for chin gearshift) AL100555 63,00 €
Coupling handle angled (for chin gearshift inclusive) AL100557 75,00 € 

5.1 tire Trekking 20“, 47 - 406 STAL100148 77,00 €
5.2 tire Cross 20“, 47 - 406 STAL100149 77,00 €
5.3 tire Marathon Plus 26“, 25 - 559 ST26100047 77,00 €
5.4 tire Trekking, 26“, 47 - 559 ST26100048 77,00 €
5.5 tire Cross 26“, 47 - 559 ST26100049 77,00 €

4.1 Ergo Grips
with 3/9-speed Index shifter + brake levers

ST26100601 695,00 €

4.2 Ergo Grips
with 3/8-speed Twist grip shifter + brake levers

ST26100602 545,00 €

4.3 Ergo Grips
with 9-speed  Index shifter + coaster brake

ST26100603 1.023,00 €

4.4 Ergo Grips
with 8-speed  Twist grip shifter + coaster brake

ST26100604 873,00 €

Traction aid 2 x 5 kg additional weight STAL100490 135,00 €

3.1 Console Classic (2,4‘‘ monochrome) BX000201 195,00 €
3.2 Console Connect (2,4‘‘ colour display + bluetooth ®) BX000200 295,00 €



All prices excl. statutory VAT, valid as of 01 April 2017

Coupling system for 2nd wheelchair STKUxxxxxx 330,00 €

Manufacturer: 
Model:     Year of manufacture: 
Seat width (cm):    Seat depth (cm): 
Max. payload :  kg

Total net ..........................................................................€

 VAT  .............................................................................€

 

Total gross  ......................................................................€

Further requests for special designs,
remarks, notes,
possibly information on the disability: .................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................
Date / Signature

7.1 Counseling and demonstration inclusive.
Delivery, assembly, adjustment and instruction 
at the customer‘s site by Speedy.

7.2 Counseling and demonstration inclusive.
Delivery, assembly, adjustment and instruction at Speedy.

7.3 Freight and packaging will be calculated according to  
expenditure

 

115,00 €

______ €

195,00 €



All prices excl. statutory VAT, valid as of 01 April 2017

Habichtsweg 7a
33129 Delbrück
Tel.: (0 52 50) 9 39 99 - 0
Fax: (0 52 50) 9 39 99 - 1

Speedy-Versatio
                          
                          Reinforced kickstand

The individual adjustment to the cyclist and 
the weight of the Speedy B26 may lead to 
the Speedy B26 standing unstably. With the 
reinforced kickstand manufactured from 

10 mm material, the stability can be improved. The reinforced 
kickstand cannot be fitted with a protective rubber.

                          Wide kickstand
The wide kickstand is made of 8 mm-thick 
material and offers increased stability due to 
its form.

Kickstand extension
The kickstand extension is used when the 
normal length of the kickstand is insufficient 
due to an unfavourable constellation between 
wheelchair type and Speedy HP and the 

Speedy HP is very unstable.
The limbs of the detachable kickstand can be extended by 
50 mm or 100 mm in order to improve the stability.

LED lighting set
The LED lighting set consists of:
- LED headlamp with batteries and charging 
device. The headlamp is mounted to the 
Speedy Bike by means of a holding device.

- LED back light with batteries. The back light is attached 
to the left side of the wheelchair‘s back rest by means of a 
holding device.

LED headlamp 
LED headlamp with batteries and charging 
device. The headlamp is mounted to the 
front of the device using a holding device.

LED back light 
The back light is attached to the left side of 
the wheelchair‘s back rest using a holding 
device. 

Carrier with front reflector
Made of aluminium and height-adjustable. 
Perfectly suited for the transport of small 
things.

Chain coating made of Teflon pipe
The chain coating of Teflon pipe protects 
the cyclist and his clothes against soiling 
caused by the chain. The chain coating, 
which encloses the chain near the knees, is 

made of a light, thin-walled plastic tube with extremely low 
friction resistance.

Coupling handle
Handle for lifting of the device with either 
one or two hands when coupling or decou-
pling. 

Coupling handle angled
Handle for lifting the device with either one 
or two hands when coupling or decoupling.

Leg rest
The leg rest serves as support for the legs 
in case of knee stiffness. The legs are 
secured using a belt with Velcro straps. The 
distance to the bike as well as the forward 

or backward inclination are adjustable. 

Home trainer
The home trainer makes it easy for you to 
stay in shape throughout the year.

Speedy Bag
The transport bag for the complete Spee-
dy HP is made of hard-wearing Nylon 
(with long shoulder straps for pedestrians 
and short carrying handles for wheelchair 
users). In the Speedy Bag, the Speedy HP 

cannot be    scrached and even when transported on the  
back seat, the interior of the vehicle will not get soiled

Traction aid
Two additional weights, each 5 kg, in order 
to improve the traction of the front wheel. 
The klickfix-mechanism makes it easy to put 
the weigths on or to remove the weights.

Console Classic

Console Connect


